STUN GUNS use high voltage and low amperage to temporarily disable an attacker for several minutes. The stun
gun does not rely on pain for results. The energy stored in the gun is dumped into the attacker’s muscles causing
them to do a great deal of work rapidly. This rapid work cycle instantly depletes the attacker’s blood sugar by
converting it to lactic acid. In short, he is unable to produce energy for his muscles, and his body is unable to
function properly. The stun gun also interrupts the tiny neurological impulses that control and direct voluntary
muscle movement. When the attacker’s neuromuscular system is overwhelmed and controlled by the stun gun he
loses his balance. Should the attacker be touching you, the current will NOT pass to your body!

SM-100S $22.00
100,000 Volts
4.5 Inches

SG-N1 $7.00
Nylon & Velcro Stun Gun
Holster For SM-100S

SG-LH $14.00
Leatherette
Stun Gun Holster

STUN MASTER® has been a leading brand in the stun gun
industry since 1994 making it a true icon in the world of
self-defense. This type of success for so many years in a
competitive field is the finest recommendation any
product could be given. The Stun Master stun guns on
this page have safety switches and wrist straps. They use
two 9-volt Energizer Eveready Alkaline batteries (except
for the 100,000 volt which uses one). Stun Master stun
guns have a Lifetime Warranty.
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SM-100C $22.00
100,000 Volts
6 Inches

SM-300C $35.00
300,000 Volts
6.5 Inches

SG-N2 $7.00
SM-300S $35.00
300,000 Volts Nylon & Velcro Stun Gun
Holster For SM-300S
6 Inches
We recommend the 9-VOLT ENERGIZER
EVEREADY ALKALINE BATTERY for the
Stun Master stun guns. Other batteries
will not work as well. Warranty will only
be honored if Energizer Eveready Batteries
are used. You do not have to purchase
them from us, but you do have to use
them. B-1 $3.00
STUN MASTER MULTI-FUNCTION
rechargeable stun gun features 2.7
million volts, a super bright LED
flashlight, red flashing emergency
lights, alarm and disable pin wrist
strap. 4.75” x 2.5” x 1”

SG-LHC $14.00
Leatherette Curved
Stun Gun Holster

SM-MULTI $59.95
Multi-Function
Stun Gun with Nylon Holster

You can now pack close to a million volts of
self protection on your hip. No one will even
notice, because the STUN MASTER® HOT
SHOT, only 3 inches long, looks almost like a
Blackberry or other hand held mobile device.

The 80,000 volt ultra compact TALON MINI is
only 4 inches tall making it very easy to
conceal. Uses one 9-volt Energizer Eveready
battery (not included) and has a LIFETIME
WARRANTY. Very Reliable. TALON MINI $22.00

With a dazzling 975,000 volts, it has the
effect of a baseball bat, combined with the
element of surprise. A short blast from this
almost invisible personal and powerful
protection device will give anyone silly
enough to attack you an exclusive muscle
massage that will leave them drooling.
This uniquely designed stun gun is equipped with a safety switch and
an illuminated red light that tells you it’s ready to unleash pain on your
attacker. Uses 3 Lithium CR123A batteries (included FREE), a $10.00
value. Comes with FREE detachable stainless steel belt clip. LIFETIME
WARRANTY. Safety on/off switch. SM-HS $64.95
The new kid in town is a mini that delivers the maxi. It’s
bantam with a bite. THE RUNT is easily concealable, and
virtually undetectable in the hand of a woman or a man.

Nylon Holster
SG-N1 $7.00
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What your attacker doesn’t see will drop him like a roach
who has ingested a little too much Black Flag. The Runt
uses new cutting edge micro-technology to deliver super
powered protection from a palm sized paladin.
There are three voltage levels so you can pick your attacker’s
poison. You can carry the Runt in your hand or pocket. If you
would like to wear it like a pager there is a heavy duty nylon
belt loop holster included. Batteries included. This unit is
perfect for women of all ages, and works for men as well.
Safety on/off switch. LIFETIME WARRANTY.
350,000 Volts RUNT-350 $39.95 650,000 Volts RUNT-650 $49.95
950,000 Volts RUNT-950 $59.95
The Z-FORCE stun guns offer a unique, slim style. Makes it easier to grip and
use for those with smaller hands. Comes with wrist strap and safety switch.
Z-FORCE has a LIFETIME WARRANTY. The
ZF-ST (300,000 volts) uses two 9-volt
batteries and the ZF-SM (100,000 volts)
uses one 9-volt battery.

ZF-SM $25.00
100,000 Volts
5.5 inches

SG-N3 $7.00
Nylon Holster
for ZF-SM

ZF-ST $35.00
300,000 Volts
6.5 inches

SG-N2 $7.00
Nylon and Velcro
Stun Gun Holster

950,000 volt Rechargeable
Runt with Built-in Recharger
RUNT-950R $69.95

We include the Lithium
Batteries for FREE with the
Hot Shot and Runt Stun Guns.
However, when you need
replacements or would like to
buy extra, we have them.
CR-123A $3.95 ea.

We recommend the 9-volt
EVEREADY ENERGIZER
ALKALINE BATTERY.
Other batteries will not work
as well. Warranty will only
be honored if Energizer
Eveready Batteries are
used. You do not have to
purchase them from us, but
you do have to use them.
B-1 $3.00
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DOUBLE TROUBLE is like having two stun guns in one.
TWICE the contact -- totaling 1.2 million volts -- TWICE
the stopping power! More effective than
most stun guns because of the space
between the contacts. The greater
the space, the greater the effect.
Most stun guns only have 1.5 inches.
The Double Trouble has 5 inches
between contacts. Rubber Coated Soft
Contour Grip to make it easy to hold and hang
on to. Safety switch is on the top with a red
LED on/off indicator to let you know if the stun
gun is ready to fire. Uses two CR123A
batteries (included). Also comes with a hand
strap and FREE Nylon Carrying Case with
Belt Clip ($15.00 Value). Only 6" long.
weighs just 6.9 oz. ZAPDT $89.95

KNUCKLE BLASTER is a 950,000 volt stun gun
designed to give you a punch with POWer. Just touch
your attacker to instantly repel them and give you time
to get away. Longer contact will cause further
disorientation and after some seconds may drop them to
their knees. Uses 2 Lithium batteries (included). Comes
with a FREE leather belt holster
($15.00 Value) designed to
allow quick access and
deployment of this amazing
stun weapon. This patented
device has a soft rubber
skin and is sized to
accommodate all hand sizes.
A safety switch is built in
and accessible to your
thumb. Once you grab
the Knuckle Blaster stun
gun you can flip off the
safety and fire with the
same hand. No need to use
two hands. One year warranty.
ZAPBK950 $69.95

Just the sound of the STUN MASTER® 775,000 VOLT stun gun will
scare most attackers away. If they persist, three to five seconds of
contact will leave them on the ground, in pain. Non-Lethal. Uses 4
Energizer Eveready Alkaline Batteries (not included). It is 8.75" tall,
2.75" wide. Safety on/off switch. Lifetime Warranty.
Disable Pin: The wrist strap is worn around your wrist and
plugs into the bottom of the stun gun. If the stun gun is taken away
from you the disable pin will pull out, preventing the stun gun from
working. SM-775 $89.95

Besides being a bright flashlight. this handy little 3-function
SMALL STUN FLASHLIGHT, is an 80,000 volt stun gun
with a 130 dB personal alarm -- all built in. The body is
made of fiberglass reinforced plastic. Uses one 9-volt
alkaline battery (not included).
8 inches long. Comes with free leatherette holster.
FL-SM $56.00

FREE leatherette holster
included ($15.00 Value)
This strong beam LARGE STUN FLASHLIGHT with attachable red cone for signaling or danger warning, is also a
130 db alarm and a 200,000 volt stun baton. The body of the flashlight is made of fiberglass-reinforced plastic.
Uses three 9-volt alkaline batteries (not included). 16.5 inches long. FL-LG $79.00
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THE PRETENDER 950,000 volt CELL PHONE STUN GUN
pretends to be a camera cell phone, but it’s not. It’s a powerful
950,000 volt stun gun. This stun gun will really give you the
edge since an attacker will think you are just carrying a cell
phone. It also has a very bright built-in 12 LED flashlight.
To prevent accidental discharge, two levels of safety have been
built in. The safety switch must be in the on position (this will
cause an LED warning light to come on) and the trigger button
pressed before the unit will operate. It operates on 3 CR2
batteries which are included FREE ($12.00 value). FREE holster
also included. 4 inches tall x 2 inches wide x 1 inch thick.
Both Models
Come With
Free
Leatherette
Holster
PRETENDER $69.95
PRETENDER-PINK $69.95

4 Function STUN MASTER® 800,000 volt CELL PHONE
STUN GUN has a unique design which gives you a tactical
advantage. Because it looks like a harmless cell phone, it
will be easy to surprise an attacker.
A stand out feature of this stun gun is the disabling wrist
strap. If an attacker takes the stun gun from you, then you
would pull off the wrist strap and completely disable the
stun gun .
Has a 100dB Alarm, a bright Flashlight, a Disabling Wrist
Strap and uses 2 CR-123A Lithium batteries which are
included FREE ($8.00 value). FREE holster included
($10.00 value). 4.5 inches tall x 1.75 inches wide x 1 inch
thick. SM-CELL $59.95

None of These Products Work as a Cell Phone -only Stun Gun, Alarm and Flashlight

FREE Nylon Holster

The STUN MASTER 800,000 volt CELL
PHONE STUN GUN is very simple to use. Turn
safety off, touch assailant with end of stun gun
and press the trigger (round button on
keypad).

Available in
red or blue.

Because it looks like a harmless cell phone, it
will be easy to surprise an attacker. Remember,
the purpose of this stun gun, and all other
non-lethal self defense products, is to give you
time to escape.

Comes With
Free
Leatherette
Holster

Use the cell phone stun gun, then run for
safety. Don't stand around waiting to see if
your attacker is going to get back up. Uses 2
CR-123A Lithium batteries (not included). Free
nylon holster with belt loop included. 4.75
inches tall x 2.13 inches wide x 1.25 inch thick.
SM-CELLred $44.95 SM-CELLblue $44.95
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Because of their power and extended reach, STUN MASTER® STUN BATONS are a favorite among security guards.
Simply touch an assailant with the baton and pull the trigger: three to five seconds will leave the assailant dazed
and temporarily paralyzed. The baton will also deliver a shock when touched six inches from the tip, to prevent an
assailant from taking it away. Rubber handle. Powered by two 9-volt Energizer Eveready alkaline batteries (not
included). LIFETIME WARRANTY.

SM-500SB $55.00 500,000 Volts 20 inches long

SM-300SB $49.00 300,000 Volts 16 inches long
Nylon and Velcro
STUN BATON
QUICK RELEASE
HOLSTER
SB-QRH $8.95

We recommend the 9-VOLT ENERGIZER
EVEREADY ALKALINE BATTERY for the Stun
Master Stun Batons. Other batteries will not work
as well. Warranty will only be honored if Energizer
Eveready Batteries are used. You do not have to
purchase them from us, but you do have to use
them. B-1 $3.00

The STUN MASTER TELESCOPIC STUN BATON has three ways to protect you: a light, a loud 120db Alarm and
800,000 volts of stopping power. It’s rechargeable so you never have to buy batteries. It’s 21.5 inches long when
fully extended, and only 13 inches when collapsed. The full length of the
metal part is electrified. If the attacker tries to grab the Telescopic Stun
Baton from you, he will be shocked.

A push of the trigger immediately
expands the Telescopic Stun Baton and
starts shocking. Just push it on the end to
collapse. Very easy to do. Don’t worry
about being shocked should the attacker
be touching you. Won't happen! The
current will not pass to you. Will shock
through a half inch of clothing. Comes
with an easy to use recharger. LIFETIME
WARRANTY SM-FLEX $59.95

21.5 inches long when extended.

Only 13 inches long when closed.

Comes with easy to use recharger. The
Telescopic Stun Baton will come to you
about 30% charged
so it can be used
right out of the box.
Just plug it in for
about 10 hours to
fully charge.
Comes with a FREE holster (a $15.00 value) for easy carrying.
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PEPPER SHOT® PEPPER SPRAY is a 10% pepper spray rated at 2 million Scoville Heat Units and made with a very
fine grain that is more effective than the coarser grains of most other pepper sprays. In addition to causing an
attacker pain, Pepper Shot swells the mucous membranes, which makes breathing difficult, and swells the veins in
the eyes, causing the eyes to close. These effects can last up to 45 minutes and cause no permanent damage. All
models have a locking actuator except for the Pepper Pen.

1/2 oz w/Leatherette
Holster & Quick Key Release
Key chain PS-1 $9.95

1/2 oz w/Injection Molded
Holster & Quick Key Release
Key chain PS-1A $9.50

THE FACTS ABOUT
PEPPER SHOT TRI-PACK You
DEFENSE SPRAYS AND
get Total Pepper Protection with
HOW TO USE THEM TO
this handy collection of 3 pepper
BRING CRIMINALS TO
sprays at one low price. A 2 ounce
THEIR KNEES teaches how
pepper spray for home use, a 1/2
to choose a defense spray,
ounce auto visor clip to keep in
how to carry it, how to
your vehicle, and a 1/2 ounce
shoot it, what to do about
pepper spray with a Quick Key
multiple assailants, date
Release key chain. PS-6 $19.95
rape protection, using
defense sprays against guns
and knives, home tactical
use and much, much more.
Learn the realities of
1/2 oz w/Quick Key
protecting yourself with
Release Key chain
defense sprays. 32 pages.
PS-2 $8.95
1/2 oz w/Auto Visor Clip
TAC-1 $5.00
PS-4 $8.95
Slip on your vehicle’s sun visor for
easy emergency access!

Pepper Pen
PS-3 $9.95
4 oz
4 oz Stream Leatherette Holster 4 oz Fogger
PS-LH4 $6.00
PS-7F $16.95
PS-7 $15.95
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2 oz
2 oz Stream Leatherette Holster 2 oz Fogger
PS-LH2 $5.00
PS-5 $12.95
PS-5F $13.95

The PEPPER PAGER contains two 10% pepper
spray canisters and has an effective range of
8-12 feet and contains 10-12 one-second
bursts. This top quality self defense spray is
rated at 2 million Scoville Heat Units (SHU’s).
The unique design makes it look like an
ordinary pager ... giving you a distinct tactical
advantage. The Pepper Pager gives you
powerful double action ability since the unit actually contains two dual-canisters
with TWICE the power of key ring sprays. Always place the safety switch in the
FIRE position in potentially dangerous situations. Now it's ready to work when
you need it and everyone thinks you simply have a pager! PP-10 $15.95

LIPSTICK PEPPER SPRAY is
10% pepper spray designed for
women. This attractive lipstick
case is sure to deceive and
ward off potential attackers.
Pretend you need to freshen
your lipstick and POW! This ½
oz canister contains 20
half-second sprays with a range
of 10 feet and is available in 5
colors. - Black, Pink, Blue, Red
and Silver PS-LS $12.95

MACE® PEPPER GUNTM Uses Advanced Delivery System utilizing
Bag-in-a-CanTM Technology. This new system allows the pepper spray to spray
like an aerosol in a continuous fashion from any angle, even when Pepper Gun
is held upside down. Trigger Activated LED Light allows for better aim and
temporarily disorients intruder. $89.95
MACE PEPPER GUN Nylon Holster
Sky Blue
with snap closure and belt loop.
80402
80105 $16.95

Blue/Black
80401

Silver
80403

Pink
MACE PEPPER GUN REFILLS
80404
Dual Pack
Dual Pack
Dual Pack
OC Refill/H2O Refill OC Refills
H2O Refills

• Sprays up to 25 feet
• OC cartridge contains up to
7 25-foot blasts
• Pepper Gun comes with
water test cartridge
MACE PEPPER GUN comes with:
• Pepper Gun dispenser
• One 28 gram OC cartridge
• One water test cartridge
• Batteries (for LED light)

80422-$15.95

80421-$21.95

MACE PEPPER GUN
Leather Holster with
snap closure and belt
loop. 80106 $27.95

80420-$13.95

THE STUNNING RING, a beautiful self-defense ring with pepper spray, offers safety, elegance and confidence close
at hand. Elegantly crafted in silver and gold plating with a genuine black onyx stone, it’s the perfect self-defense
ring for women or men. THE STUNNING RING self defense ring
with REPLACEABLE pepper spray canisters allows you to defend
yourself while jogging, dating, working or anywhere against attack,
rape, violence or crisis. Designed to be worn on either hand on the
1st (index) or 2nd finger (preferably your dominant hand), with the
thumb (or other hand if necessary) accessible to operate the safety
latch and depress the trigger. Range of 6 inches.
Ring Measured
EFFECTS: The spray causes inflammation of the
eye capillaries and all other mucous
membranes, resulting in immediate temporary
visual impairment, difficulty breathing,
coughing, choking, sneezing and severe
burning sensations to the eyes, nose, throat,
skin. Also causes nausea. Acute symptoms and
discomfort last up to 45 minutes. There is no
permanent damage. STUNRING $35.95
7 Refill Canister STUNRING-REFILL $7.95

SIZE IT UP:
1. Wrap a piece of string or paper strip
around the base of your index finger.
2. Mark the string or paper where it overlaps
to form a complete circle.
3. Measure the length of the section of string
or paper where it overlaps around the finger.
4. Compare your measurement with the
chart on the right to determine your ring
size.

Size

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Size

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1/16”
3/16”
5/16”
6/16”
8/16”
9/16”
10/16”
12/16”
14/16”

WILDFIRE® 18% PEPPER SPRAY is hot, hot, hot. Wildfire is 18% Oleo Resin Capsicum (pepper) -- a derivative of
3 million Scoville Heat Units (SHU). Wildfire 18% pepper spray comes in 5 sizes: 1/2 ounce (available in red, blue
and black), 1.5 ounce, 4 ounce, 9 ounce and 1 pound. 1/2 ounce and 1.5 oz units come with an injection molded
poly holster, belt clip and keychain.

1/2 oz
WF-18smBLUE
$10.00

1/2 oz
WF-18smBLK
$10.00

1/2 oz
WF-18smRED
$10.00

1.5 oz
WF-18LG
$12.95

4 oz Stream
WF-18-4S
$16.95

4 oz Leatherette
Holster
PS-LH4 $6.00

4 oz Fogger
WF-18-4F
$17.95

"The Wildfire 18% formula is one of the hottest, and more
importantly, the fastest reacting spray we've ever tested.
This spray immediately permeates the pores of the skin,
closes the eyes, and inhibits the respiratory system. What
makes this product so effective is the purity of the pepper
used in formulating this product...only food grade 3 million
or 4 million Scoville Heat Units pepper used."
Larry Harris, Washington Labs

Nylon/Velcro holster with Metal Belt Clip for Wildfire 18%
sprays 9 oz - BS-NH $12.00
1 lb - PS-NH16 $19.00

9 oz Firemaster
WF-18-9FM $29.95

9 oz Pistol Grip
WF-18-9PG $31.95

1 lb Firemaster
WF-18-16FM $40.95

1 lb Pistol Grip
WF-18-16PG $42.95
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Attractive MACE® PEPPER SPRAY HARD CASE MODELS fit easily in a pocket or purse. Features glow-in-the-dark
locking safety cap and key ring. 11 gram stream unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5 one-second bursts. Available
in five fashionable colors. Includes key ring.
Red

80390 $14.95

Black

80391 $14.95

Purple

Blue

80392 $14.95

80393 $14.95

Green

80394 $14.95

Attractive MACE PEPPER SPRAY LEATHERETTE MODELS fit easily in a pocket or purse. Features glow-in-thedark locking safety cap and key ring. 11 gram stream unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5 one-second bursts.
Available in five fashionable colors. Includes key ring.
Green
Purple
Red
Black
Blue

80380 $12.95

80381 $12.95

80382 $12.95

80383 $12.95

80384 $12.95

The PEPPER MACE BATON provides low profile, yet devastatingly effective aerosol protection against attack.
Pepper Mace fogger sprays up to 5 feet. Four gram unit contains 3 one-second bursts. Available in five colors.
Includes key ring. Refills available.
Black
Pewter
Blue
Purple
Red
Refill

9 80335 $35.95

80336 $35.95

80337 $35.95

80338 $35.95

80339 $35.95

80361 $7.95

MACE® 10% PEPPERGUARD® is a superior formula of high-grade OC pepper designed to make the eyes slam shut,
causes uncontrollable coughing and choking, plus a painful burning sensation.

LEATHER PLUS
MODEL
Attractive model
fits easily in
pocket or purse.
Features
glow-in-the-dark
locking safety cap
and key chain. 15
gram unit sprays
up to 10 feet.
Contains 5
one-second
bursts.
80184 $12.95

POCKET MODEL
Easy aim feature
makes this model
ideal for
emergency use.
Compact design
and finger grip
dispenser fit
comfortably in
woman's hand. 15
gram unit sprays
6-12 feet. Contains
5 one-second
bursts.
80171 $14.95

MICHIGAN APPROVED
POCKET MODEL
PEPPERGARD Contains
OC PEPPER and UV DYE.
Available with standard
safety features. Pocket
Model - 10 gram unit
sprays 6-12 feet. Contains
5 one-second bursts.
80175 $14.95

PERSONAL MODEL
Ideal for outdoor
activities including
walking or running.
Belt clip holds unit
in place for quick
access. Velcro-like
attachment fastens
unit on bike or in
car. Features
flip-top safety cap,
finger grip
dispenser and key
chain. 17 gram unit
sprays 8-12 feet.
Contains 10
one-second bursts.
80153 $16.95

MICHIGAN APPROVED
PERSONAL MODEL
PEPPERGARD Contains
OC PEPPER and UV DYE.
Available with standard
safety features. Personal
Model - 17 gram unit
sprays 8-12 feet. Contains
10 one-second bursts.
80176 $16.95

POLICE MODEL
Same size model
used by law
enforcement
personnel. Ideal for
auto or home use.
Velcro-like
attachment
included. Features
flip-top safety cap,
finger-grip
dispenser, belt clip
and key chain. 17
gram unit sprays
8-12 feet. Contains
10 one-second
bursts.
80170 $19.95

MICHIGAN APPROVED
POCKET MODEL DOUBLE
ACTION CS TEAR GAS
Combines CS TEAR GAS
and UV DYE. Available with
standard safety features.
Pocket Model - 10 gram
unit sprays 6-12 feet.
Contains 5 one-second
bursts. 80169 $15.95

HOT PINK MODEL
A Personal Model
now available in Hot
Pink. The
convenient size
makes it ideal to
store in a purse or
carry while walking
or running.
Features flip-top
safety cap, finger
grip dispenser and
key chain. 18 gram
unit sprays 8-12
feet. Contains 10
one-second bursts.
80347 $18.95

MICHIGAN APPROVED
PERSONAL MODEL
DOUBLE ACTION CS
TEAR GAS Combines CS
TEAR GAS and UV DYE.
Available with standard
safety features. Personal
Model - 17 gram unit
sprays 8-12 feet. Contains
10 one-second bursts.
10
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MACE® TRIPLE ACTION combines OC PEPPER with CN TEAR GAS along with a UV MARKING DYE. OC PEPPER
causes eyes to slam shut and uncontrollable coughing and choking. CN TEAR GAS causes profuse tearing, an intense
burning sensation to the face and disorientation. UV DYE marks the assailant and may aid in identification once
apprehended.

POCKET MODEL Compact size
fits comfortably in woman's hand.
Features finger-grip dispenser,
flip-top safety cap and key chain.
11 gram unit sprays 6-12 feet.
Contains 5 one-second bursts.
80141 $15.95

PERSONAL MODEL Belt clip
makes this unit ideal to use while
walking or running. Features
flip-top safety cap, finger-grip
dispenser, belt clip and key chain.
17 gram unit sprays 8-12 feet.
Contains 10 one-second bursts.
11 80136 $17.95

LEATHER PLUS MODEL
Fashionable leather style pouch
conveniently fits into pocket or purse.
Features glow-in-the-dark locking
safety cap and key chain. 11 gram
unit sprays up to 10 feet. Contains 5
one-second bursts. 80185 $13.95

FOGGER MODEL Designed for
use in home or automobile.
Compact, powerful model features
flip-top safety cap. 60 gram unit,
full cone fogger sprays up to 8
feet. Contains 18 one-second
bursts. 80195 $21.95

POLICE MODEL Same size used by
law enforcement personnel. Velcrolike attachment allows for easy
storage. Features flip-top safety cap,
finger-grip dispenser, belt clip and
key chain. 18 gram unit sprays 8-12
feet. Contains 10 one-second bursts.
80112 $19.95

HOME MODEL High powered
model is ideal for home,
dormitories and RV's. Our largest
unit features flip-top safety cap.
120 gram unit, full cone fogger
sprays up to 8 feet. Contains 38
one-second bursts.
80196 $24.95

Revolutionary MACE® 10% PEPPER FOAM that
combines 10% pepper and foam to produce a powerful
deterrent against attack. The thick foam covers an
assailant's face, making it difficult to see. When the
attacker attempts to wipe away the foam, the pepper is
ground into the face and eyes. Also includes UV dye.

LARGE MODEL PEPPER
FOAM Convenient size for
carrying. Compact,
powerful model features
flip-top safety cap. 67 gram
unit, jet foam sprays 8-10
feet. Contains 5 one-second
bursts. 80245 $19.95

MAGNUM MODEL PEPPER
FOAM The ultimate in home
or auto protection. High
powered model features
flip-top safety cap. 115 gram
unit, jet foam sprays 8-10
feet. Contains 8 one-second
bursts. 80246 $22.95

MACE PEPPER GEL is a (Patent Pending) formulation
of pepper spray which is suspended in Gel instead of a
liquid stream. This Pepper Gel formulation results in
several advantages:
Longer Distance - Stronger Pepper - Non-Flammable
Sticks Like Glue - Less Contaminating

LARGE MODEL PEPPER
GEL Unit Size: 45 Gram
Fire-Rate: 7 one-second
bursts
Effective Range:18 feet
Flip-top safety cap to
prevent accidental
spraying. 80269 $19.95

MAGNUM MODEL
PEPPER GEL Unit Size:
79 Gram Fire-Rate: 13
one-second bursts
Effective Range: 18 Feet
Flip-top safety cap to
prevent accidental
spraying. 80270 $29.95

The UFO ALARM is the most versatile
personal/home alarm that we carry.
Available in 6 colors. It’s easy to set-up
and operate in any of these scenarios:
- Burglar alarm: patented and innovative
design allows the alarm to be armed from
the outside using the alligator clip and
rubber shim
- Door/Window alarm: use the alligator
clip to secure your doors and windows
- Drawer/Cupboard alarm: use the
alligator clip to protect your private
documents and valuables
- Personal alarm: if you’re threatened,
press the panic button or pull the wrist
strap to activate alarm
- Bag alarm: if your bag or purse is
snatched, the alarm will sound
- Flashlight: a bright light projects from
the bottom of the alarm.
MACE HOT WALKERS are 1 pound walking
weights with built-in 10% Pepper Spray for
self-defense. Elastic Hand Straps for support.
Storage compartment for keys and money.
Foam-covered hand grips for comfort. Cleans
with soap and water. FREE replaceable
pepper spray canister. 80345 $19.95

Includes: 120dB alarm, alligator clip,
rubber shim, short and long wrist strap, keychain, 12V battery &
screwdriver. UFO-GREEN, UFO-PINK, UFO-SILVER, UFO-BLACK,
UFO-BLUE and UFO-WHITE $35.00
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MACE® SCREECHER AEROSOL
ALARM emits an "ear-piercing"
blast readily recognized as an
emergency call for help. Its
high-pitched shriek can be heard
up to 1/4 mile away. Convenient
size for pocket or purse. 10 gram
unit has a push-top activator.
Contains approximately 30 short
blasts. 80145 $9.95

ERSONALA
ALARMS
LARMS
PPERSONAL

MACE® 3 IN 1 SPORT
STROBE To activate alarm,
remove pin from the top of
the unit to emit a 116db blast
and flashing light. Small
button on side of unit allows
strobe light to be used as a
flashlight. FREE attachment
allows Sport Strobe to be
used as a door or window
alarm. 9-volt battery not
included. 80238 $19.95
This is a 2 IN 1 PERSONAL/DOOR
ALARM. It acts as a burglar alarm
and a personal alarm. Hang it on any
door knob (non-metallic doors) and it
instantly and automatically sounds
when an intruder touches the door
knob. Carry it with you and just pull
out the metal chain to sound the
alarm and deter an assailant. The
alarm is 120 db. Requires one 9-volt
battery. AL-2 $10.95
The KEYCHAIN ALARM WITH LIGHT
combines the two best deterrents
against attack...a 130db alarm and
a flashing light. The alarm is
activated when the pin attached
to the keychain is pulled. Or by
pressing the alarm button on
the top of the unit. Can be
used as a flashlight without
activating the alarm to provide
additional night time safety. One 12-volt battery
included. PAL-130L $10.00
Use the SUPER DOOR STOP ALARM to block
a door from being opened. If anyone tries
to open the door, this 120db alarm will
sound. Alarm stops when pressure
is released from door stop plate.
The alarm is pressure sensitive
and also works as a door
jam. Uses one 9-volt
battery (not included).
DSAL-2 $15.00
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Designed to draw attention to any
crisis, our 130db PERSONAL
ALARM is as loud as eight 100decibel alarms. The alarm is
activated when the strap attached
to the alarm pin is pulled. Travels
easily on your belt or in your
purse. The Door Alarm accessory
converts the Personal Alarm into a
portable door or window alarm.
Great for home, hotel rooms,
college dorms, etc. Requires one
9-volt battery (not included).
PAL-1 $9.95
You don't even have to blow this compact ELECTRONIC
POCKET WHISTLE...just push a button.
Emits a loud 120db whistle for as
long as you push the button. Useful
in various situations such as
sporting events, a locator in
emergencies (earthquakes,
collapsed buildings), referee
whistle, traffic use for
police, military training,
dog handling and as a
safety alarm for crime
prevention. 4 inches long. Uses 4 LR44 batteries
(included). HP-388 $15.95
The sleek, slim design of this PERSONAL ALARM WITH
FLASHLIGHT fits easily into small hands, purses and
even a pocket. Dimensions: 3.5" x 2.5" x 0.5"
inches. The activation pin is connected
to a wrist strap and when the
pin is removed the alarm
sounds at an ear piercing
130db. The alarm is also
equipped with a flashlight,
useful for dark parking lots
or when entering a dark
building. Perfect for real
estate agents, night-shift
employees and even children! Uses two AAA batteries
(included). PL-6 $15.00
The NAP ALARM is for anyone who has ever felt drowsy
while driving. Some of us have actually fallen asleep only
to be awakened by the blaring horn of an oncoming car.
Nap Alarm is an innovative, potentially lifesaving
anti-drowsiness alarm. It is worn over the ear and has an
electronic position sensor. When your head nods forward,
it sounds a loud alarm to instantly wake you and alert
your passengers.

NAP ZAPPER

The Nap Alarm is not only designed for
drivers, it is also perfect for people
who need to be fully alert while
on duty, for example, security
guards, machine operators and
even students while studying or
where concentration is required. Makes a
perfect gift. Uses three AG13 alkaline button
cell batteries (included). NZ-1 $9.95

The MINI PERSONAL ALARM with CLIP has a very sleek and compact design, but don’t let its
small stature fool you. This easily activated alarm will emit an ear piercing 101dB alert that will
send your aggressor fleeing for the confines of a sound proof room. You can deactivate this
alarm just as easily as you activated it, with the click of a perfectly located button. This alarm
fits easily in your pocket, purse, can be clipped onto your belt, or attached to a key chain.
Anyway you chose to carry it, it will be nothing but beneficial to your safety. Uses replaceable
AG13 batteries (included). PAL-101CL $9.95

The MINI TRAVEL ALARM with PIR SENSOR is an effective low cost motion alarm that can
be used to effectively to deter an assailant. It can be activated by just pulling the alarm cord
located at the top of the unit or can detect motion up to 9 feet away. Emits a loud 15
second, 100dB blast making an impending criminal cower and run. Just slide the cover down
exposing the infrared sensor and the off/auto switch. Turn the switch to auto, and the
sensor will start detecting motion in 60 seconds. Contains an LED flashlight, and its
convienent size makes it perfect for concealing and traveling. Uses replaceable AG13
batteries (included). PAL-100TR $14.95

Have you ever experienced the terror of thinking your child is missing or lost?
We have all had the gut-wrenching feeling of turning around in a busy street and
finding that our child is nowhere in sight. Now this could be prevented with the
new improved CHILD GUARD PANDA. Worn by the child, the cartoon
animal-shaped transmitter sends a constant signal to the receiver, which is held by
the adult. The signal is adjustable - from a distance of 3 to 21 feet, so when the
child goes beyond the set distance, the adult’s receiver starts to beep, letting them
know that the child is starting to wander off. The Child Guard is worn on the child’s
wrist. YS-088 $25.50

The AUTO EMERGENCY TOOL is clearly a lifesaver! With 4
emergency functions in one, this car emergency tool is the
most versatile on the market. The super bright flashlight can
be used at night in any situation. The blinking emergency
light activates automatically upon removal from its base. If
trapped inside a car, use the unit as a hammer to break the
window for escape or use the blade to cut the seat belt. A
snap-on base allows for fast removal in any emergency while
the magnetic head keeps the unit handy when working on
the car. The housing is water resistant. Easy installation requires no tools. Includes: Super Bright Flashlight,
Blinking Emergency Light, Window Escape Hammer and Seat Belt Cutter. 7 inches long. Q1014 $14.95

Often times crime happens when no one is around to notice and the crooks
are long gone by the time anyone does. Now, you can protect your home
or office with the HOMESAFE® AUTO DIALER SECURITY and SAFETY
ALARM.
The Auto Dialer is a unique passive infrared system that monitors motion in
an area you select. When the unit is ARMED, the motion detector watches
the protected area. Once movement is detected, a 105dB security alarm
will sound and the Auto Dialer will call up to 5 preset telephone numbers
selected by you. The Auto Dialer can also be used in Chime mode, such as
in a store, where a chime will alert you when motion is detected. The Auto
Dialer is easy to set-up. Install a 9-volt battery (not included), connect the
AC adaptor and telephone line (included). Then mount the Auto Dialer to
the desired location 5-6 feet above the floor. AUTODIALER $39.95
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TELEPHONE VOICE CHANGER 1
Disguises your voice by digitizing it.
The degree of change can be
adjusted as you are speaking by
pressing the buttons located on
the front of the unit. Features an
on/off switch, is 9-volt battery
powered (not included). Easy
hook-up and is compatible with all
telephones because you simply hold
it over the mouthpiece and speak
normally. Dimensions: 4" x 2" x 3/4"
TVC-1 $29.00

TELEPHONE VOICE CHANGER 2
Now you can answer the telephone
without anyone recognizing your voice.
Press a button and completely change
your voice. There are 8 different voice
changing settings. A man can sound like
a stranger, a woman like a man, or a
grand-dad like a child. Travels anywhere,
measures 5” x 3” x 1/2”. Voice Changer 2
operates on 3 AA batteries (not included)
and includes handset connector cable. Will
not work on cordless phone handset
connector cable. TVC-2 $49.95

At home or in the office, a perfect record every time.
The TELEPHONE RECORDER WITH LCD
INFORMATION CENTER AND CALLER ID captures
every detail of your telephone conversation, recording
both sides with crystal clear clarity. A built-in LCD
panel displays incoming and outgoing telephone
numbers, the caller's name, and the time and date
of each call. Information is stored on cassette, and
is displayed again upon reviewing the tape. Begins
recording automatically when the phone is in use, or
can be manually enabled to record silently at any
time, without clicks on the line. Slow speed mode
permits over five hours of recording with standard
C-120 cassettes. Compatible with single and multiline
phones, the Telephone Recorder with LCD Information Center and Caller ID is equipped with an optional
voice-control mode that eliminates silent periods for maximum recording time. Now you can have complete records
of your phone conversations. 7 1/2" X 5" X 2" P5090 $179.00
The CYBER EYE is a infrared, B/W, digital surveillance camera that senses the image of an intruder and
automatically records and saves it to memory. It’s easy to install and very small (2-1/4" High X 3-1/4" Wide X 3"
Deep). This camera is great for catching someone sneaking around your house or you can put it in your car and aim
it out the window (you will need to get a cigarette lighter power
adaptor).
You can set the pictures to be taken at 1-60 second intervals
(UP TO 680 FRAMES). The unit will automatically add a time
and date stamp to each picture. After you return to the site,
you can view the saved images by disarming it with the remote
and connecting it to the RCA video input jack of a TV or VCR
using the included cable. It's that easy! The camera also has a
8mm lens, and built-in infrared allowing the capture of images
of people in the dark (up to 10 feet away). This camera
includes 2 remote controls, a power adapter, and a video cable.
Available in White or Black
White IC-100AW $249.00
Black IC-100AB $249.00
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DRINK DETECTIVETM is a quick and easy test that detects over 60
controlled substances including the date rape drugs such as GHB,
Ketamine, Rohypnol, Valium, Xanax and Clonopin. These are all
known drugs used by criminals to debilitate and sexually assault,
rob or hurt their victim. A recent study found that one in four
women believed they’ve had a drink spiked at least once. Most date
rape drugs are colorless and tasteless making it almost impossible
to detect using your senses alone. You can’t test every drink but you
should if you have reason to suspect or you have a stronger than
expected reaction to a drink. Use the included dropper to sample
the drink and then apply that sample to the three test strips. Wait 5
seconds for the color change and compare results with the adjacent
control photo. If your drink is spiked, you will know immediately
and can get to safety. 12 tests included. DD-12 $10.95

The TELESPY™
INTRUDER ALERT is
a clever and reliable
combination of a
telephone, a motion
sensor, and a
microphone. The
TeleSpy is an ordinary
telephone that doubles
as a monitoring
system. Simply enter
any phone number you
want the unit to call
and turn the motion
sensor switch to “on”.
Should motion be
detected the phone will
dial the number
entered and upon
answering you will be
able to listen in via the amplified microphone on the
unit. The TeleSpy allows you to decide from a safe
location if it is a friend or foe before you call the police.
The listening period is about 30 seconds, then the
TeleSpy disconnects and instantly re-arms to detect
again and again. TeleSpy operates from any phone
line, requires no installation, and is completely portable.
No monitoring fees, no false alarms. TELESPY $75.95
The MACE®
MOTION ALERT
passive infrared
system detects
motion in any
selected area. It
mounts easily
(vertically or
horizontally) near
any entry area
and is battery
operated,
eliminating any
need for wiring.
Unit can be
coded with a
personal security code and can be set to utilize a twotone entry chime, instead of the alarm sound. Mounting
screws and AC connector included. 9-volt battery (not
included). 80200 $34.95

DUAL FUNCTION DOOR BRACE works on Hinged Doors
and Sliding Doors.
NON-MARRING YOKE: (removable for sliding doors).
Helps protect against finish damage.
DESIGNED TO FIT MOST DOORS: Simple push button
adjustment requires no tools. Extends to 46”.
HIGH STRENGTH STEEL TUBE: 20-gauge steel for greater
strength
PADDED FOOT: provides sure grip on most floor surfaces
and protects against finish damage.
PORTABLE: Collapses to 31” to fit in most suitcases and
garment bags.
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
DOORBRACE $15.95

MACE WINDOW ALERT is
a 95 dB glass breakage
alarm that attaches to
windows and is set off by
vibrations caused if someone
tries to break through.
Installs easily on any
window. Solid,
state-of-the-art design.
Battery included.
80202 $9.95

Help protect your children in
your home with the MACE®
KINDERGARD® CHILD
PROTECTION KIT. Don't let
your baby become a statistic
when most home accidents can
be avoided. Kit includes 12
items in all: 2 Cabinet Latches,
4 Outlet Plugs, Cabinet Lock,
Door Knob Guard and 4 Corner
Cushions. 00512 $9.95
This compact, attractive
MAGNETIC DOOR ALARM
uses magnetic affinity to
initiate its 110 dB siren. The
base of the alarm is bolted to
door or window frame, the
actuator is connected to the
window or door. The alarm is
activated by opening the door
or window. Great for any
door or window, particularly
those hard to protect sliding
glass doors. Includes three
lithium button cell batteries.

The MINI ALERT ALARM uses
passive infrared technology to
protect a room from intruders.
Producing an infrared triangle, the
Mini Alert creates an unseen barrier
that’s impossible to penetrate
without setting off the alarm!
Battery operated, the Mini Alert
needs no wiring and can be easily
moved to a new location. Mounting
bracket included. Requires three AA
batteries. MINI2040 $15.95
Black SLAW2200B

White SLAW2200W $7.95
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This multifunctional SECURE DOG alarm system uses an electronic
radar-wave sense control. This technology allow it to “see” through wood,
cement, brick, glass, etc. When an intruder comes within 22 feet, it
automatically begins barking like an angry dog. From outside, it sounds
like you have a very unfriendly dog inside. It has a 1200 field of view.
The radar sensitivity and volume control are adjustable. Stands 9 inches
tall. Powered by AC power supply. Does not use batteries. Unit needs to
face in the direction you want to detect motion. There will also be limited
detection from the sides and rear.
It also can announce visitors with a melody of birds, frogs and waterfall
sounds. These relaxing sounds can also be played whenever you want a
soothing background sound. EWD-1 $99.00

•
•
•
•
•

The GLASS GUARD WINDOW ALARM is an
effective low cost vibration alarm that can be used
for securing windows or patio doors. The Glass
Guard can also be used as a personal property alarm
to protect computers, TVs, stereo’s and cabinets etc.
supplied with batteries and strong adhesive tape. Turn the switch at the left side to ‘high’ or
‘low’ to begin operating (there is a delay mechanism of about 7 seconds). When the glass is
hit, knocked or cut by anyone, the siren will sound for 10-20 seconds and then reset. The
unit can be set to high or low sensitivity. ‘High Sensitive’ mode will detect a little vibration.
‘Low Sensitive’ mode will need a stronger vibration to make the unit react. The unit will also
perform well on wooden or metallic windows and doors. If the unit is not placed in the
middle of the door or window, use ‘High’ mode. HP-101GL $9.95
Shock alert for doors or windows
• Instant alarm detects any vibration (when the glass is hit,
Easy installation. No wiring needed
knocked, or cut by anyone, the unit’s siren will be triggered
Adjustable Hi/Low sensitivity
for 10-20 seconds)
Built-in 101dB high output siren
• Operated by 2 AAA batteries (not included)
Easily mounted on door/window by
adhesive tape (included)
The ENTRY ALARM with RF REMOTE CONTROL is an effective door or
window alarm that can be activated from the remote control. The three
different radio frequencies allow you to arm and
disarm multiple units in your house with one click of
the remote. Alternatively you can tune the channel
of the remote to operate different sets of units
within your house. You can easily customize your
wireless alarm. Just install the main unit and the
magnetic bar on the frame of the door or window,
using the powerful adhesive tape. When the door
or window is opened the alarm will emit an intense
110dB siren. This is a very economical way to keep
someone out of someplace you dont want them to
be, or alert you of their presence. Main unit uses
3AA batteries (not included). Remote uses 3 LR44
batteries (included). HP-110RF $24.95
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The DOOR GUARD ALARM is a very versatile
shock sensor alarm. Ideal for home, office, hotel, or travel. This alarm requires no
installation, simply hang it on any doorknob. Once hung, it instantly detects any
vibration. When the alarm is tripped, it will emit a 98dB alert for 20-30 seconds, then will
reset in 3-5 seconds. The sensitivity of the alarm is easily adjusted with a screwdriver.
The Door Guard can be removed from the doorknob and used as an area light with the
switch in the “light” position. The Door Guard is ideal for keeping you and your loved
ones safe from harm. The Door Guard is compact, making it portable so you can take it
with you when you travel. It is ideal for anyone and can be used virtually anywhere. Not
sure about that shady looking hotel, but can’t beat the price, feel confident and safe.
Uses 2 AAA batteries (not included). HP-98DG $12.99

VOICE ALERT SYSTEM-6 is a new annunciator system featuring wireless PIR (Passive Infrared motion detector)
sensors, transmitters and a remote receiver/speaker base unit. Users record their own alert messages and are then
notified with their own voice message when activity in a monitored zone is detected. For instance, Zone 1 could be
for a driveway alarm - “Car coming up the driveway!” Zone 2 could guard a side entrance against intruders. When
this PIR detects movement the Base Unit could play back "Someone's on the patio" and trigger a floodlight using
one of the four "C" relays included on the Base Unit. Zone 3 could be used by the entrance to the backyard pool.
When triggered, this Zone plays back "Kids are by the pool." Zone 4 might be used to detect movement in your
prized garden. You could record "Is there a deer in the garden?" to be played when the sensor for this zone is
triggered near your garden. System-6 can monitor all four zones simultaneously and still have two additional zones
available (along with their own custom messages), if required.
Alter your messages and place the wireless sensors wherever you wish. Voice Alert System-6 sets up in minutes and
can be completely customized to fit your individual needs. The wireless PIRs feature: all weather protection,
adjustable mounting and sensitivity, and can send a signal 300 feet through walls and up to 1000 feet in open space.
Key applications include: • Wireless Driveway Alarm • Residential and Small Business Security • Child Monitoring
and Pool Safety • Home Automation System-6 allows a maximum of six user recorded messages. Each message is
specific to one zone. Includes the base unit & a wireless sensor. Additional sensors available separately.
VA-6000S $149.95

Add as many VOICE ALERT
SENSORS as you need.

These transmitters connect to
sensing devices such as
smoke alarms, motion and CO
detectors, window/gate/door
contacts, door bells, water
level indicators or pressure
pads. When the sensing
device is triggered, the
transmitter signals the Voice
Alert System. The TXPCBB-V
also has a vibration sensor that will trigger if the
transmitter is bumped or moved. Can be used in
conjunction with VA-6000T transmitters. TXPCBB
$69.95 TXPCBB-V $79.95
Additional Sensors
VA-6000T $69.95

The HOMESAFE® WIRELESS HOME SECURITY SYSTEM is an affordable
solution to your home or office security needs. This easy to operate security
system will sound an alarm and dial up to 5 preset phone numbers to let you
know motion has been detected or a door or a window has been opened in
your home. A land line with tone dialing is required.
HOW IT WORKS 1. When the door/window sensor or motion detector is
triggered, it sounds an alarm and sends a signal to the base unit. 2. The
base unit dials the first telephone number of your programmed list. 3. The
person answering the call will hear a prerecorded alert message. 4. That
person will have the option to listen in on the room, broadcast their voice
through the base unit, or disarm the system. 5. If there is no answer, or if
the person doesn’t disarm the system, it will dial the next number on your
programmed list. Includes 1 base unit with AC adaptor, 1 window/door
sensor (wireless transmission up to 250 feet), 1 motion detector (range 8
yards) and 1 remote control with panic feature for arming and disarming the
unit. HA-SYSTEM $119.95
This HOMESAFE WIRELESS
HOME SECURITY SENSOR is a
double sensor that detects
vibration and when your
door/window has been opened.
It has a wireless radio frequency
range of 300 feet. When triggered
the RF signal activates the alarm.
Uses one 9-volt battery (not
included). Easily protect every
window and door of your home.
HA-SENSOR $24.95

This HOMESAFE WIRELESS HOME
SECURITY MOTION SENSOR can
detect motion from up to 8 meters
away and has 110 degree motion
detection angle. It has a wireless
radio frequency range of 300 feet.
When triggered the RF signal
activates the alarm. Uses one 9-volt
battery (not included). Easily
protect every window and door of
your home. HA-MOTION 24.95
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More than 900 children between 1 and 14 die each year in drowning accidents. In California, drowning
is the number one cause of accidental death for children 1-4 years of age.
But, do you really need these statistics to convince you to do everything
you can to prevent this from happening to your child or grandchild?
The POOL PROTECTOR pool alarm (not to be confused with the brand
PoolGuardTM) is an electronic monitoring system that automatically sounds
an alarm when children or pets fall into your unsupervised pool. It’s
portable, self-contained and lightweight. The unit is simple to operate. Entry
into the pool will be detected by the Pool Alarm’s electronic sensor,
triggering a loud pulsating alarm at the unit and inside your house from the
remote receiver.
The Pool Protector installation is very easy. It sits on the pool deck as shown
in the picture. After you install the Pool Protector, it can’t be deactivated; it
is always in the alarm ready mode until you put it in Sleep Mode.
If someone who does not know how to put the Pool Protector in sleep mode
Pool Protector sits on pool deck
attempts to remove the alarm, it will sound an alarm. The Pool Protector
comes with a remote receiver which can be mounted in your home up to 200 feet from the main unit. It comes with
a 12-volt power supply.
The Pool Protector uses one 9-volt battery (not included) which should last approximately one year. There is an
audible low battery indicator which will sound at the poolside alarm and the remote receiver. POOLALARM $159.00
DIVERSION SAFES - the best place to hide anything is in plain sight. The
Chicago Crime Commission states that a burglar spends an average of 8
minutes in the victim's home. Put the odds in your favor ... hide your valuables
in plain sight. The diversion safes are a unique home-security product. We
offer a wide variety of personal care, household products and food containers
with removable tops and bottoms. Valuables can be discreetly stored inside
these look-a-like containers and kept in their seemingly rightful places. Each is
undistinguishable from the genuine product and is even weighted to feel full.
More on next page...

DS-STONE
$9.00
DS-SALT
$10.95
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DS-FLOWERPOT
$39.00

DS-SOUP
$15.00

DS-BOOK
$19.00

DS-PEANUTBUTTER
$12.95

DS-BARBASOL
$19.00

DS-WALL
$10.00

3

Keep your valuables safe by hiding them in plain sight. Below you’ll find a wide selection of soda, beer, can and
other household DIVERSION SAFES.

DS-CHERRY7UP
$10.00

DS-FRUIT
$19.00

DS-SUAVE
$19.00

DS-7UP
$10.00

DS-180
$12.50

DS-GUNK
$19.00

DS-DRPEPPER
$10.00

DS-ARIZONA
$12.50

DS-AJAX
$19.00

DS-AWROOTBEER
$10.00

DS-JBOIL
$19.00

DS-JBENGINE
$19.00

DS-BEER
$12.00

DS-PRINGLES
$15.00

DS-SCOTCHGARD
$19.00

DS-KIBBLES
$19.00

DS-DESENEX
$19.00

DS-CARPET
$19.00 20

Fully restrain any individual with these HAND CUFFS, LEG CUFFS and THUMB CUFFS

Thumb Cuffs
4508-TC
$9.00
Double Lock Black
Double Lock
4508-DLB $16.00
Nickel Plated
4508-DL $16.00
Screw-on LED LIGHT attachment for Telescopic Steel Baton.
6,000 hours of illumination. Uses one CR-123A (not included).
Ultra-bright LED, high density aluminum body with a high
impact resistant lens. TSB-LED $15.95

Double Lock
Stainless Steel
4508-SDL $25.00

Remember how the self defense experts
would tell you to place your keys between
your fingers and punch? Now there is
something more effective. Carry the HEART
ATTACK on your key chain and be ready to
protect yourself anytime. The Heart Attack
is small (3.5 inches long) and made of
tough plastic. Hold it between your fingers
and punch! Attackers beware! HA-1 $4.95

Double Lock Leg Cuffs
4508-LC $25.00

These solid STEEL BATONS expand to either 16, 21 or 26 inches
with just a flick of the wrist. Comes with a foam covered handle for
easy gripping and a heavy-duty nylon holster for easy carrying. If
you are looking for effective self-defense with extra reach, the steel
baton is for you. TSB-16 $25.00 TSB-21 $29.00 TSB-26 $35.00
PET BLINKIES are vibrant, multicolor lights that attach easily to a
collar, leash or harness. Pet Blinkies
are waterproof and visible up to 1/2
mile away. Available in 6 blinking,
vibrant colors: Blue/White,
Jade/Yellow, Orange/Blue,
Pink/Jade, Red/White,
Red/White/Blue

PETBLIN $7.99
12-Pack Replacement
Batteries PETAG-3 $4.99

Extra bright, high intensity 7 FUNCTION LED LIGHTS. Seven
functions with different flashing patterns. Includes heavy duty PVC bike
mount, arm or wrist strap and
belt clip. Can be worn like a
pager. A must for every biker,
jogger, child or stranded
motorist. Uses two AA batteries
(included). LLGT5010R $9.00
BIKE SAFETY LIGHTS are the safe and convenient
way to illuminate your bike. These lights are visible at
distances up to a mile. Convenient bungee closure
attaches to any bike. Long Lasting LED Rated at
100,000 Hours of Use.
Micro Bike Lights have a bungee cord and curved inner
surface that allows the lights to be securely attached to
your seat post, handlebars or bike frame. ● Front and
Rear Safety Lights ● 2 Function: Steady and Flashing
● Requires 2 CR2032 Replaceable Lithium Batteries
(included). F-SH-213 $10.95 (set)
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Bicycle Headlight includes
an easy to use handlebar
mounting bracket that allows
for convenient quick release
when not in use. Can also be
used as a flashlight. Super
Bright White LED's ● 2
Functions: Steady and
Flashing ● Requires 2 AA
Batteries (not included).
F-SH-211 $14.95

Bicycle Taillight has 180
degrees of illumination,
ensuring you will be seen
from both sides, as well as
from behind. 5 Super
Bright LED's ● 2 Functions:
Steady and Flashing
● Requires 2 AAA Batteries
(not included).
F-SH-217 $6.99

Mini Professional Edged Steel THROWING
STARS. Comes as set of four with
carrying case. JL-4S $16.00

This powerful SLINGSHOT folds down to
a compact size. It has over 100 yard
range. Light aluminum frame and split
leather pouch. 3704-008 $9.95

Extra band and
ammo for
slingshot.
3704-RB $3.95

This PISTOL CROSSBOW has a 50 pound draw,
cocking lever, adjustable sights, safety, durable fiber
construction, and comes with three plastic bolts
(arrows). Bolts fired travel at 200 fps+ with pinpoint
accuracy up to 60 yards. CB-1 $15.00

Extra String for
50lb crossbow
CB-1S $3.50

12 pack darts for 50lb
crossbow
CB-1D $5.00

These BLOWGUNS are .40 caliber, precision manufactured with seamless T-6061 aircraft aluminum tubing
and guaranteed for life. They are not toys but the real thing. With all the new improvements, you can expect
ranges over 250 feet and muzzle velocities as high as 350 feet per second or more! In fact, the darts can
penetrate 1/4" of plywood with no problem! 100% USA made. Each Blowgun comes with 12 target darts,
mouthpiece, muzzle guard, foam grip and two dart quivers. Available in various lengths. BG-18 $9.00 (18
inches), BG-24 $11.00 (24 inches), BG-36 $13.00 (36 inches), BG-48 $16.00 (48 inches), BG-60 $19.00 (60
inches), BG-72 $22.00 (72 inches).

Target Dart 100 pack TAR-100
$10.00, 250 pack TAR-250 $20.00

100 pack
PB-100 $7.00
You may also wish to add an optional
PAINTBALL MAGAZINE QUIVER set
to your blowgun. The magazine set
allows you to carry up to 80 paintballs
on your blowgun. (Paintballs Not
Included) BG-SM $7.00

250 pack
PB-250 $14.00

1,000 pack
PB-1000 $29.95

The SPLATMATIC accessory transforms any .40 caliber
blowgun into a semi-automatic paintball gun. Remove
your mouthpiece and attach the splatmatic to the tube.
You can load up to 20 paintballs into the tube supplied
with the splatmatic. Every time you press the button,
one paintball will load into the barrel. (Paintballs Not
Included) BG-S $9.00
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AIRSOFT SPRING & CO2 AIR GUNS are styled after some of the world's most famous firearms. Air Powered
handguns are true to scale and easy to operate. How they work... Pull back the slide (just like the real firearm they
are modeled after) to charge the firing mechanism. Aim and fire. CO2 Air models require a CO2 cartridge (not
included) and Spring Air models must be manually cocked each and every shot. Because of their maintenance free
design and affordability these are excellent entry level AirSoft guns for the hobby and recreational enthusiast.

71001
Spring Loaded
$39.99

320106
Spring Loaded
$39.99

280108
Spring Loaded
$39.99

71002
Spring Loaded
$39.99

18200 Spring
Loaded
$11.99

71000
Spring Loaded
$39.99

320113
Spring Loaded
$39.99

71017
CO2
$69.99

320300
CO2
$69.99

210103
Spring Loaded
$39.99

FREE With Each Gun!!!
100 12 Gram Premium BB’s
280112
Spring Loaded
$39.99

AIRSOFT GUN ACCESSORIES
Work with all of our AirSoft Guns.

Sticky Gun Target
JP6121 $19.95

.12 Gram, 2,000 Ct.
Standard Plastic BB’s
PB6092OR - Orange
PB6092RY - Yellow
PB6092RB - Blue
PB6092RG - Green
$9.95
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320703 Spring Loaded
$39.95

Auto Gun Target
P601 $19.95

6 mm Paintballs
400 Ct. Bottle
JPP6400R - Red
JPP6400BL - Blue
$11.00

Portable BB Mesh
Trap Target
SOFTT02 $15.95

20 Gram 2000 Ct.
Premium Plastic BB’s
JP91164 $12.00

420 stainless steel, one-handed opening, FOLDING KNIVES.

Open 5.25”- Closed 3”- Blade 2.25”
FK-280MB $8.95

Open 5.75”- Closed 3.5”- Blade 2.25”
FK-36535GR $9.95

Open 5.75”- Closed 3.25”- Blade 2.5”
FK-270RW $8.95

Open 6”- Closed 3.5”- Blade 2.5”(No Belt Clip)
FK-58691 $7.95

Open 6.75”- Closed 4”- Blade 2.75”
FK-425ATM $11.95

Open 6.75”- Closed 4”- Blade 2.75”(No Belt Clip)
FK-7158BL $10.95

Open 7”- Closed 4”- Blade 3”
FK-49335 $10.95

Open 7.5”- Closed 4.25”- Blade 3.25”
FK-42845ATM $12.95

Open 7.5”- Closed 4.25”- Blade 3.25”
Damascus Steel FK-39345DW $74.95

Open 8”- Closed 4.75” Blade 3.25”
(No Belt Clip) FK-05053BB $10.95

Open 7.75”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.25”
FK-27145BW $10.95

Open 7.75”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.25”
FK-38645B $10.95

Open 8”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.5” (No Belt Clip)
FK-224MB $11.95

Open 8”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.5” (No Belt Clip)
Damascus Steel FK-R01PW $74.95

Open 8”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.5”
FK-21945BAS $10.95

Open 7.75”- Closed 4.25”- Blade 3.5”
FK-39345BR $9.95

Open 8”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.5” (No Belt Clip)
FK-219WS $10.95

Open 8”- Closed 4.5”- Blade 3.5”
FK-36645BAS $10.95

Open 8.25”- Closed 4.75”- Blade 3.5”
FK-363G3 $12.95

Open 8”- Closed 4.75” Blade 3.25”
(No Belt Clip) FK-05052BB $9.95
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KUBOTANS are highly accessible, extremely durable, effective self
defense weapons. They can be used for stabilizing your fist, applying
pressure to sensitive parts of an assailant's body, or gaining leverage
on an assailant's wrist or fingers. 5 1/2 inches long.

PEN KNIVES are
actual pens that
could save your life.
They look like an
ordinary pen, but
feature a 2.13 inch
blade that is
revealed by pulling
the pen apart.
Comes in Black,
Silver, and Gold.
PK-1GOLD $6.00
PK-1SILVER $6.00
PK-1BLK $6.00

3102-B 3102-BF 3102-R 3102-RF 3102-RB 3102-RBF 3102-S 3102-SF
$5.00 $5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
GARRETTTM SCANNERS can detect medium-sized pistols at 9 inches; large pocket knives up to 6
inches; razor blades at 3 inches and a hat pin at 1 inch. Automatic retuning and battery check.
The ENFORCER G-2 is compact and lightweight and will fit into a shirt pocket. This small wonder
can find even the smallest weapon, yet will easily fit in the palm of your hand. Can be used
anywhere with a minimum of fuss and bother. Allows effective searches without touching the body.
Features automatic retuning and battery check. Is designed for long, dependable service under
rugged conditions. G-2 $145.00
Just press the ON switch, and the SUPER SCANNER will alert you to the smallest concealed metal
weapons, using both audio signal and a visual alarm.
The unit features a Reduced Sensitivity mode
for scanning near rebar floors, automatic
tuning and battery check, and an end cover
that allows battery changing without tools.
GS-1 $199.00
The PRO-SCAN is a high performance Hand Held Metal Detector designed to meet the exact requirements of the
security industry. Typical uses will include body search for offensive weapons in crowd control, airport and border
security, checking parcels and letters for metal objects and anywhere that hidden metal needs to be detected. The
PRO-SCAN operates on one 9-volt standard or rechargeable battery. The presence of metal will be indicated by an
audio warning tone and a red light coming on. The sensitivity is adjustable. A 38 Caliber hand gun will be detected
at 7.75 inches on low sensitivity and 11 inches at optimum sensitivity. A pen knife will be detected at 4 inches on low
sensitivity and 6 inches on optimum sensitivity. A razor blade will be detected at 2 inches on low sensitivity and 4
inches on optimum sensitivity.
Pro-Scan Includes This
FREE Holster - $20.00 Value

15.5"(L) X 2.6"(W) X 1.25"(H)
The PRO-SCAN II includes
all the features of the
Pro-Scan, PLUS:
Heavy duty construction
Case is 50% thicker
Easier switching between
high or low sensitivity
20% larger scanning area
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MD-3003 $79.00

16.2"(L) X 3.25"(W) X 1.75"(H) MD-3003B $99.00

The
Pro-Scan II
Includes
This
FREE
Holster $15.00
Value

GUARD ALASKA® BEAR SPRAY ultra hot pepper
spray has proven so effective repelling bears, it is
the only one registered with the EPA as a repellent
for ALL SPECIES of bears! It is absolutely the
most effective and powerful bear defense spray
available today. It is safe for the environment!
Does not contain flammable or ozone depleting
substances. The formula is scientifically proven
superior, and endorsed by the Alaska Science &
Technology Foundation. 9 ounce Supersize.
Range: Approximately 15-20 feet. Dimensions:
8-3/4" x 2" BR-9 $39.95

Great news for true
outdoor enthusiasts! Now
you can protect yourself
against possible bear
attacks, with safe,
humane BEAR PEPPER
MACE® SPRAY. This
powerful Magnum Fogger
sprays up to 30 feet!
Empties in approximately
5.4 seconds. 260 grams
80346 $39.95

EPA approved MACE® MUZZLE®
provides safe, effective and
humane protection against
canine attack. Ideal protection
for walkers, joggers, cyclists or
delivery people. Velcro-like
attachment can secure unit to
bike or car. Features flip-top
safety cap, finger-grip dispenser,
belt clip and keychain. 17 gram
unit sprays up to 10 feet.
Contains 10 one-second bursts.
80146 $14.95

Nylon/Velcro holster for either Bear spray.
Comes with metal belt clip. BS-NH $12.00
Using the latest ultrasonic technology, the
SUPER DOGCHASER uses two ways to repel a
dog. One is a discomforting but not harmful high
frequency sound (20,000Hz - 25,000Hz), audible
to dogs but not to humans. And, the second is a
super bright LED flashing strobe that temporarily
blinds and confuses the dog.
Helps stop the approach of unwanted dogs up to
40 feet. Also has a training setting. Requires one
9-volt battery. DC-2 $19.00
Can be used
as a flashlight.

4-3/4” x 1-3/4” x 3/4”
Battery Not Included

This handy super-bright
go-anywhere LED CELL PHONE
FLASH-LITE easily attaches to
your cell phone ... and more!
Great for Home, Office, Travel,
Outdoor ... 6,000 hour lifetime
of LED lights. Available in black
or silver. CEL-PH-LITE $5.99
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Instructional Fighting DVD’s
SMALL MAN’S ADVANTAGE - In the most sizzling display of raw fighting savvy you'll ever
witness, little man Taylor PROVES you can quickly learn... and just as quickly use... his
personal Bag O' Nasty Tricks to completely obliterate someone twice your size. In fact...
these vicious tricks work best when you're outweighed, outsized and out-muscled by your
opponent! Run Time: 1 Hr 46 Min
ITEM # DVD-SMALL $69.00
BOB TAYLOR Was born a little man with a smart mouth and a bad attitude. So he had to
learn how to fight - and win. Perhaps the best self educated street fighter around. He
developed his unique style of dirty fighting during his 40 years of formal training. He's
worked as a private eye, a personal armed bodyguard to superstar rock groups (like
Aerosmith, the Who and Led Zepplin), and a canine handler for 11 separate jurisdictions.
ADVANCED GUN DISARMAMENT - Bob Taylor can teach you to safely disarm and disable
barehanded an armed attacker who has made up his mind to shoot. These secrets, are the
identical Disarm and Disable tactics used by elite U.S. military personnel. The moves you
are about to learn aren't difficult, just utterly devastating when used against an armed
attacker. Run Time: 4 Hrs 26 Min
ITEM # DVD-DISARM $97.00

RANDALL BROWN - When Randall Brown discovered he had some serious Indian blood in
him (he’s Cherokee/Apache/Irish)... he began a journey that took him all over the U.S. and
Canada, to reservations, small towns, and finally to the Great Plains, where the real action
was.
INDIAN FIGHTING SKILLS - There’s not an ounce of “Asian Martial Arts” to this system.
This is nothing but pure, distilled, untouched “Plains Indian” fighting techniques.
Astonishing hand to hand “instant take out” moves that you’ve never seen before, but it’s
what Plains Indian braves used everyday to survive in the brutal reality of their daily lives.
Run Time: 2 Hrs 15 Min
ITEM # DVD-INDFIG $97.00

VLADIMIR VASILIEV - A former-Russian super soldier in the elite Spetznaz secret service
of the Russian Army (so well-trained in every aspect of combat that even the dreaded KGB
were terrified of them). When Vladimir escaped to Canada from Russia, everybody wanted
him - including the U.S. military, eager to learn his combat secrets - but he came to us.
And the U.S. military still doesn't have these amazing fighting secrets! You cannot find a
qualified teacher of these vicious hand-to-hand fighting secrets ANYWHERE in the United
States. This stuff is hands-down the best-kept secret among insiders in the world of serious
combat.
RUSSIAN FIGHTING SYSTEM - This unique and almost lost art is the only hand-to-hand
fighting system taught to the feared and deadly Russian Spetsnaz soldiers! 3-Tapes: Total
Run Time: 4 Hrs
ITEM # DVD-RUSSIA $97.00
TOM PROCTOR - He is pushing 50 but he’s nevertheless undefeated in illegal “pit” fights
(for money) against larger, meaner and more skilled opponents. In about an hour you will
know why Tom and his students dominate the cage fighting arena. Tom is only one of 3
remaining Black Belt Masters in the “forgotten” fighting system Tao Chi Do which creates a
protective shield that will NOT allow any attacker to come close to striking you!
SECRETS OF CAGE FIGHTING REVEALED - These secrets, developed by Tom “inside the
cage” can be easily adapted to any fighting style you use. Total Run Time: 1 Hr 30 Min
ITEM # DVD-CAGE $69.00
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Instructional Fighting DVD’s
PAUL VUNAK Without a doubt one of the most respected- and dangerous-men in the
world at hand-to-hand combat. He specializes in teaching Navy SEALS, FBI, and CIA and a
dozen police department SWAT teams how to be the most deadly and efficient soldiers on
the planet. Paul's fighting systems can be learned quickly and used with brutal efficiency!
STREET SAFE - This package presents the eight basic tools of JKD that will get you
out of 95% of any street confrontation. The instruction is clear, concise, and easy to
learn. Total Run Time: 1 Hour
ITEM # DVD-SAFE $39.00

R.A.T. FIGHTING SYSTEM - Paul originally designed this R.A.T. fighting system for "hot
duty" professionals who had zero time to practice, often had no previous fighting skills, but
whose lives depended on learning a simple "end the fight right NOW" set of skills.
This package presents the eight basic tools of JKD that will get you out of 95% of any
street confrontation. The instruction is clear, concise, and easy to learn. Total Run Time: 1
Hour
ITEM # DVD-RAT $49.00

DALE COMSTOCK - Proven knowledge earned in Desert Storm, Grenada, secret missions
in Africa, Central America, and the Middle East. He has earned the Bronze Star, with that
special “V” for valor (which translates to heroism under combat conditions). He’s been in 8
major (and very bloody) combat missions moving from the paratroopers, to U.S. Army’s
elite DELTA Force, to the Green Berets - anywhere he could guarantee being in the “first in”
combat unit.
AMERICAN COMBAT KARATE - This instant domination training details pure street fighting smarts with the simplest menu of end-the-fight-fast moves. This is perfect training for
anyone who needs to be 100% positive these moves will work in the real world. Total Run
Time: 1 Hrs 17 Min
ITEM # DVD-AMERIKAR $69.00
FRANK CUCCI - Spent 12 years as a Navy SEAL (including four years in SEAL Team Six),
the most elite division in the SEALS...the guys who always get the juiciest and toughest
assignments.
UNARMED COMBAT COURSE - You'll learn skills specifically designed for situations where
top soldiers suddenly found themselves without a gun or even a pocket knife... possibly
wounded... surprised by ambush... out-numbered... and with the violence around them
reaching the point of life and death! Minimal athletic ability is required, and each move
must have a High Consistency of Success. Total Run Time: 1 Hr 55 Min
ITEM # DVD-CUCCI $69.00

DELTA SEAL CAMP - This is a series of elite combat courses that were hosted by
actual Navy SEAL and real U.S. Army DELTA veteran trainers. DELTA SEAL CAMP - For
4 incredibly intense days, shared everything they knew about close-quarters weapons
and unarmed combat. We brought together former Navy SEALs and DELTA Force
soldiers to teach their spec-op level armed and unarmed skills to a small group of
ordinary civilians for 4 intense days, word quickly got back to Washington - and the
whole thing sent shockwaves throughout the entire Defense bureaucracy! These
camps were the most complete training in elite level military hand-to-hand and
firearm expertise ever offered to anyone outside the Special Forces. 7-tapes: Total
Run Time: 7 Hrs
ITEM # DVD-CAMP $177.00
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Instructional Fighting DVD’s
JIM WEST is simply one of the most feared men on earth. He has earned a half dozen
medals in Iraq during Operation Desert Storm, has spent 15 years in the black bag arm of
the Green Berets, trains special forces and Justice Department agents in hand-to-hand
combat, and has actually been in over 600 bloody hand-to-hand street fights ... never
losing... ever!
FIGHT TO WIN - Jim quickly teaches you the Dark Art of truly nasty, vicious no-rules
fighting. He teaches you punches, movement patterns, kicks, choke holds, joint
manipulations, pressure points and floor moves ... plus much more! Total Run Time: 4 Hrs
4 Min. ITEM # DVD-WIN $97.00
BEN COOLEY A professional SWAT Team Trainer and a key member of an elite Federal
Tactics Team that protects sensitive government installations. He has over 14 years of
intense hands on experience in hostage rescue and SWAT operations. He's also a 2-time
Soldier of Fortune Three-Gun Champion ... He's won 7 separate State and Regional Gun
Championships ... a two-time Championship Team Leader at the USPSA National
Championship.
FIGHTING MINDSET - In case you didn't know, home invasions are the most deadly and
most horrible of all attacks. It's the surprise that can defeat you if you don't know how to
deal with it. Bennie gives you special skills that not only prepares you to respond to a
surprise attack - but you'll know how to take control over the situation in the blink of an
eye! Total Run Time: 4 Hrs 30 Min
ITEM # DVD-MINDSET $97.00
SHANNON STALLARD - The advanced combative tactics (ACT) system is a set of nine
expandable and evolving strategies that transform you into a close quarters battle expert.
Whether your intent is self-defense, arrest and control or threat elimination. The act
system has it all from hand to hand to small arms. On this DVD you will learn: Tactics for
multiple attackers, psychological tools that prevent freezing and deadly mistakes,
devastating strikes that work in any street encounter to diminish the power of a bigger
person through control of the spine and much, much more. Mr. Shannon Stallard is a
former bodyguard and leading expert in hand-to-hand and weapons tactics. He specializes
in training those who need effective skills in life and death situations. With a lifetime of
study, holding teaching positions in numerous styles of martial arts, you can now learn
from his elite, hard-won expertise that others have come to trust with their very lives.
Run Time: 1 Hr 35 Min
ITEM # DVD-ACT $69.00

COHMRAC BAS - This re-discovered fighting system used by the gladiators in ancient
Rome is easy to learn! It’s true! There’s a fighting system you’ve probably never heard
about before that actually BEATS all the “Oriental” martial arts ever developed-hands
down! Total Run Time: 157 Min
ITEM # DVD-CBAS $69.00

CHRIS CLUGSTON - As a bouncer, kick-boxer, shoot boxer
and experienced street fighter, Christopher Clugston knows
how stupid it is to master any martial art style that has “rules”.
The real world of streetfighting has no rules!

COMBAT JKD - Chris is very aggressive in his teaching methods. He demonstrates
running attacks and how to deal effectively with multiple attackers. These techniques are
quick and easy to learn and don't necessarily require a partner to practice and master
them. This is the most honestly brutal, BAM-BAM-and-you're-done kind of fighting you
could ever imagine … and the best part is, it's especially easy for "non-fighting" types of
people to master quickly! Total Run Time: 3 Hrs 45 Min
ITEM # DVD-SECRET $97.00
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Instructional Fighting DVD’s
GREGG WOOLDRIDGE is one of the nicest guys but he’s known as one of the baddest cats
walking the planet. He was a street cop for 11 years before joining the most famous
executive protection group in the world. He protected not just top executives of big
companies, but also music and performance stars, from all parts of the entertainment
world. Remember Biggie Smalls, the gangsta rapper? Well Gregg quit in disgust when his
warnings of sloppy security around the star went unheeded. Less than 24 hours later,
Smalls was murdered by rival gang members. It all pissed Gregg off to the point that he
decided to do something drastic -- make his simple and highly effective fight strategies
available to average civilians. Guys who will LISTEN and do what it takes to protect the
lives of their loved ones. This special training is NOT hard and it’s super easy to master.
You’ll learn how a street-savvy fighter uses the escalation of force to overwhelm larger
opponents (even when you’re surprised from behind) how street wise fighters use
psychology to scare even tough, big men how to make yourself impossible to strike very critical when you must
stay unhurt and able to help others while everyone is panicking. the improvised weapons instruction is very cool.
And it means you will NEVER be without a weapon, no matter where you are and advanced gun disarmament -the best you’ll ever see. He’s had to do it. This is not theory. This is what works, and what you NEED to know.
Run Time: 4 Hrs 6 Min
ITEM # DVD-BODYGUARD $69.00
MARK PARRA - At 44-years-old and just 5’8, and 150-pounds Mark Parra is obviously not
a big, strong, young man. But his size and strength doesn’t matter one bit. He’s known by
insiders around the world for his astonishing abilities to take down violent opponents
TWICE his size even if they’re numbed- out on drugs and attack in groups. His skills are
nothing less than amazing and it’s why he was handpicked to protect death-metal band
members from crazed fans. In this video, you’ll discover: Surefire ways to rapid strikes
even if your attacker is practically on top of you. A nasty little arm whip secret that will
suddenly expose the soft underbelly of your attacker’s spine. Clear away solutions to the
hair pull, wild grabs and snatches common with crazed mobs or desperate thugs. Simple
and powerful you’ve got to see this to believe it. Simple tips to developing your OWN
check list to preemptive strikes the true art of using distance zones knowing EXACTLY
which attacker to deal with first secrets to re-directing force and more. PLUS there’s also a
very cool section on Improvised Weapons This Brutal Headbustin’ Secrets is mega-powerful
info. It’s the SAME system that Parra used on tour every single night along with a lot more other dirty tricks to
help you fight and WIN against anyone anytime. Run Time: 2 Hrs 50 Min
ITEM # DVD-HEADBUSTIN $69.00
NIR MAMAN (pronounced Near) is a former Israeli special forces commando and
top hand-to-hand combat instructor. His long-range reconnaissance unit (the
feared Sayeret Golani) roamed deep into enemy territory, fighting, capturing and
eliminating terrorists and insurgents. Usually, there were only 4 men in his unit.
Alone, without back-up, miles from safety - and with less than one-fourth the
training our own Spec Op soldiers receive - these men faced constant, unrelenting
and vicious counter-guerilla combat. These men did not have the luxury of long
training. Israel has a limited population, and the men who join the Special Forces
must get up to speed FASTER than any other soldier in the world. ISRAELI
CONNECTION - This is a HUGE 4-tape package -- the first 2 life-changing videos
are on hand-to-hand fighting (including moves no one has ever seen before
outside the Israeli Spec Op world!), the third video is a stunning ground fighting
video and the fourth is an incredible knife and gun disarming tape. Total Run Time: 3 Hrs 30 Min
ITEM # DVD-ISRADV $129.00
JACOV BRESSLER Jacov began his training at age 16 with an Argentinean master
instructor who is a direct disciple of legendary Okinawa Karate master Gogen Yamaguchi's
Son. That style - Goju Ryu Karate - is still one of the most "hard core" martial art styles in
the world today. There are two DVD's in this set. First, Jacov reveals his most important
"single lesson to street level fighting mastery" material. This is the "speed-learning"
shortcut hand-to-hand tactics he teaches cops and soldiers who don't have time for
practice. Second, he does the BEST job on teaching civilians about improvised weapons.
(This is a SPECIAL ART, and one that Jacov perfected long ago, during the days he
sometimes HAD to fashion weapons out of thin air to survive.) Last, Jacov insisted on
providing an extra lesson showing you how to use these simple new skills in REAL
situations. It was expensive, setting up these real-life scenarios. But oh my God, it was
worth it. Just watching these lessons will give you access to stunning new (and very
simple) fighting skills that will make you almost INVULNERABLE in any real-world fight. Best part: You can
learn it super-fast. Run Time: 3 Hrs 27 Min
ITEM # DVD-FASTFURIOUS $69.00
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The TASER® is a self-defense electronic control device. It has almost 100% effectiveness rating. It combines the
injury reducing benefits of traditional stun technology with a quantum leap in stopping power via new ElectroMuscular Disruption (EMD) technology. In police studies, the TASER has a higher instant incapacitation rate than a
9mm hand gun. The TASER uses a replaceable cartridge, containing compressed nitrogen, to deploy two small
probes that are attached to the TASER by insulated conductive wires with a maximum length of 15 feet. 50,000
volts travels over the wires and over-rides the central nervous system providing incredible takedown power. The
energy can penetrate up to two cumulative inches of clothing. SAFETY -- The TASER can stop a threat up to 15 feet
away, allowing you a safe distance to protect yourself and your family from an attacker. If a close quarter defense is
warranted, the TASER doubles as a contact stun device to repel someone as a powerful and unexpected backup
capability. TASER cartridges also have a unique serial number and are equipped with an Anti-Felon Identification
system, which discharges 20-30 serialized paper tags when deployed. Law enforcement can later retrieve this
confetti from the scene and contact TASER International to get the name of the owner of the TASER device, allowing
police to track any potential misuse. LIFETIME REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
The TASER® C2TM is Taser’s newest product designed for personal protection. Utilizing the same technology as their
proven law enforcement models, the C2 has incredible take down power. 5.5”(L) x 2.10”(W) x 1.25”(H).

TASER C2 without Laser
and 1 cartridge, only in
BLACK 30010 $299.99

TASER C2 with laser
sight and 1 cartridge,
BLACK 31010 $349.99

TASER C2 with laser
sight and 1 cartridge,
BLUE 31040 $349.99

TASER C2 with laser
sight and 1 cartridge,
RED 31080 $349.99

TASER C2 HOLSTER
Hard Case 39027 $24.99
C2 LITHIUM
POWER
MAGAZINE
50 firings
39011 $29.99

TASER C2 HOLSTER
Soft Neoprene 39010 $19.99

C2 CARTRIDGES
2 cartridges
37215 $49.99
4 cartridges
37415 $99.99

The TASER X26C is light weight and software upgradable.
Utilizes a digital power magazine which not only powers the
X26C but also remembers energy use and calculates life
expectancy of the the magazine. A central information display
indicates battery level, a countdown timer during an
activation and warranty information. 6”(L) x 3.2”(W) x 1.3”(H)
26009 $999.00

TASER C2 with laser
sight and 1 cartridge,
SILVER 31060 $349.99

TASER C2 with laser
sight and 1 cartridge,
PINK 31090 $349.99

TASER C2 HOLSTER hard case
with 1GB MP3 Player, includes
ear buds 39026 $79.99

X26C REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES
Reload your X-26C in less than a second
with a replacement cartridge. Comes with
two per package. 34220 $59.95
Includes: 1 X26C, 1 soft holster, 6 cartridges,
digital power magazine, manual, training
materials, practice target and carrying case.

